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Damping 
Damping in interaction with material and process.



Elastomer product 
molded part

 Material and process expertise

60 years of experience in the fields of materials and processes and a wide product range of classic 

 applications in sealing and silencing are the foundation of Woco elastomer technology. In addition to 

development, our own production of elastomer materials with specific property profiles, in particular, 

is an outstanding, unique selling point.

Polymeric products for automotive applications insulate vibrations, seal in the drive and chassis areas 

and improve vehicle comfort.



Damping – products for damping applications

The product division „damping“ develops and produces functional solutions for applications where 

 vibrations and noise must be reduced. Materials with high silencing values convert vibrations into heat, 

 thereby  protecting adjacent components; materials with a high degree of isolation decouple components 

from vibrating  component bases.

Due to expert knowledge in functions and materials and competencies in handling the widest variety of 

 plastics, Woco develops an increasing number of system solutions that not only silence, but also fasten, 

stiffen and guide.

Through the use of innovative materials Woco offers its customers optimum products and functional 

solutions. Especially for polymeric materials Woco excels due to its own developments and international 

production facilities.

Spring seats
Spring seats are components that decouple steel springs at their contact points to the  

body and are, therefore, subject to highly dynamic stress. They are used in the chassis  

for silencing vibrations and have a major influence on driving comfort and dynamics.  

Their major functions include:

 Improved driving comfort

 Reduction of disturbing vibrations

 Corrosion protection of the spring by zinc-titanium sacrificial anode

Static and dynamic housing cover
Components made of oil and temperature resistant polymers and elastomers today 

are replacing conventional metal components. Woco offers the widest variety of 

solutions – from seals made of high quality elastomer materials to multi-component 

parts. The design is based on weight reduction, stiffness, durability and impermea-

bility over the entire product lifecycle. The specifically defined mechanical, thermal 

and media-resistant requirements are reliably met.
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Woco develops future-oriented technologies based on innovative material, product and process solutions. We achieve our 

goals by continuously identifying and evaluating trends in markets and technology and through the consistent bench-

marking of products, processes and materials. Through close cooperation with universities and research institutions and 

continuous exchange and transfer of knowledge with our internal departments, the Woco Group develops market-oriented, 

future-proof functional solutions for automotive power train and vehicle body. The global presence of the Woco Group 

ensures proximity to our customers and markets and their specific requirements.

The Woco Group worldwide


